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Williams

Jew
Rejected fragment from a recently completed
novel, In the Money, to be published this fall
by New Directions, Norfolk Connecticut
Gurlie didn't like it. Shooo! she said to the
children next morning after Joe had gone out.
All the way to the vegetable market she walked
with her head down, her arms stiffly swinging at
her sides giving them a swift jerk now and then
as if she were striking at something in her
thoughts.
It was a small place under the L and as Gurlie
stood there giving her order to the clerk a fat
Jewish woman in a mink coat — though it was
anything but a cold day — breezed in and tried
to take the man away from her. Not Gurlie. I'm
ahead of you, she told the woman. Wait till I'm
through.
And it wasn't but a few moments later when
a stoutish man, also a Jew, well known in the
block, the man in fact who owned the building in
which the store was located, came up with a bunch
of celery hearts in his hand. They were prime, no
doubt the best buy in the store, two bunches for
a quarter. Here, he said to the clerk, wrap these
up for me. The clerk an obvious Irishman went
on with Gurlie's order. Greenburg put the bunch
down on the counter and went looking around
for something else he wanted.
Presently he came back. How much is one
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bunch? said he. Thirteen cents, said the clerk.
And he put the bunch in a bag and told Mr.
Greenburg to pay at the desk, which he did —
eleven cents landing on the small shelf before
the window and two cents falling into the saw
dust. Greenburg turned and walked away.
Disgusting! said Gurlie. And they wonder
why we hate them. Gurlie was mad all over. She
hesitated a moment, then went over, picked up
the two cents and put them in at the window
then turned back to her own business. Several
were watching her. No wonder people hate them,
she repeated. The dirty Jews. They never learn.
No, said a quiet little woman standing near
and who had witnessed the scene from the begin
ning. Things we don't ordinarily put into words
they don't seem to feel.
That 's not true! boiled out a stocky Jewish
woman, bare headed and in plain house clothes
near them. That man's a pig.
Good for you, said Gurlie.
I know him, went on the woman. He was
always a pig. That's why he's rich. But I'm a Jew
and I'm not dirty. I have feelings just like any
body else.
And there it ended. What is it Miss? said
the clerk.
5

Wallace Stevens

Two Theoretic Poems
I
Man And Bottle
The mind is the great poem of winter, the man,
Who, to find what will suffice,
Destroys romantic tenements
Of rose and ice
In the land of war. More than the man, it is
A man with the fury of a race of men,
A light at the centre of many lights,
A man at the centre of men.
It has to content the reason concerning war,
It has to persuade that war is part of itself,
A manner of thinking, a mode
Of destroying, as the mind destroys,
An aversion, as the world is averted
From an old delusion, and old affair with the sun,
An impossible aberration with the moon,
A grossness of peace.
It is not the snow that is the quill, the page.
The poem lashes more fiercely than the wind,
As the mind, to find what will suffice, destroys
Romantic tenements of rose and ice.
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II
Of Modern Poetry
The poem of the mind in the act of finding
What will suffice. It has not always had
To find: the scene was set; it repeated what
Was in the script.
Then the theatre was changed
To something else. Its past was a souvenir.
It has to be living, to learn the speech of the place.
It has to face the men of the time and to meet
The women of the time. It has to think about war
And it has to find what will suffice. It has
To construct a new stage. It has to be on that stage
And, like an insatiable actor, slowly and
With meditation, speak words that in the ear,
In the delicatest ear of the mind, repeat,
Exactly, that which it wants to hear, at the sound
Of which, an invisible audience listens,
Not to the play, but to itself, expressed
In an emotion as of two people, as of two
Emotions becoming one. The actor is
A metaphysician in the dark, twanging
An instrument, twanging a wiry string that gives
Sounds passing through sudden Tightnesses, wholly
Containing the mind, below which it cannot descend,
Beyond which it has no will to rise.
It must
Be the finding of a satisfaction, and may
Be of a man skating, a woman dancing, a woman
Combing. The poem of the act of the mind.
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George Marion O'Donnell
Prothalamion
You two, with minds relaxed by spring,
Look what time may really bring.
Consider, in thi^s fecund season,
The sterile day and its unreason;
Calculate the difficult
Wholly emotional result.
Owls talk above you, girl and boy;
Some die, you live, this night's for joy.
One man, with sixty years of force,
Trained Spirit like a blooded horse,
Perfected it in speed and strength
In heart and muscle, till at length,
Training finished, Spirit ran
Like the dark Arabian.
Rosinante's filmy eye
Blinks at his hard supremacy.
Another man, on Christmas Eve,
Went and knelt as though to grieve
Where the gravestones' formal stares
Blend with winter's marble airs.
The gun's ironic commentary
Blackened the red holly-berry.
Wind blew overhead; the day
Aged like a mortal, turning grey.
The bomber cannot single out
Fool or wise man in the rout
When Nature yields before the shrill
Importunities of Will.
Amid the tumult Light, afraid,
Crouches in the blasted shade;
Silence wild with terror, reeling,
Lies flat against the cloudy ceiling.
Girl and boy, spring cannot bless
A hard December happiness.
Multiply the difficult
Heart by mind; take the result;
Divide it into time. You should,
Even in spring's enchanted wood,
Hear the tense metallic limbs
Snapping winter paradigms.
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John Crowe Ransom

The Thing About Poetry
The Editor calls for an essay of some "stiff
ness" about poetry, and it is a pleasure in some
moods to reflect that the aesthetic of poetry is
very difficult, and strains to the utmost any tech
nical way of formulating it. If poetry is not al
ways "hard," its definition is. The adventure of
the definition is almost as exciting as the adven
ture of the poem.
One may imagine that the unsatisfactoriness
of poetic theory, which strikes many writers pain
fully in our time, is due to the absence from it of
radical philosophical generalities. The fault must
begin really with its failure to account for the
most elementary and immediate aspect that poetry
wears: its metrical form. The convention of the
metrical form is thought to be as old as the art
itself. Perhaps it is the art itself. I suggest that
the meter-and-meaning process is the organic act
of poetry, and involves all its important charac
ters.
2.

Let us suppose a lady who wishes to display
a bowl of fruits upon her side board and says to
her intelligent houseboy: "Go to the box of
apples in the pantry and select and bring me a
dozen of the biggest and reddest ones." We will
suppose also that the box contains a hundred
apples, which vary both in bigness and in redness.
And we will suppose finally, as it is easy to sup
pose, that there is no definable correlation be
tween the bigness and the redness; a big apple
is not necessarily a red one, and vice versa. The
boy interests himself in the curious problem, and
devises the following solution.
He ranges the apples first in order of their
bigness, and denotes the biggest as Bl, the next
as B2, and so on down to B100. Then he ranges
the apples in order of their redness, and denotes
MAY, 1940

the reddest as Rl, the next reddest as R2, and
so on down to R100. Then for each apple he
adds the numerical coefficient of its bigness and
the numerical coefficient of its redness; for ex
ample, the apple which is tagged Bl is also
tagged R36, so that its combined coefficient is 37.
He finds the twelve apples with lowest combined
coefficients and takes them to his mistress.
She will have to concede, as he has conceded,
that objects systematically valued for two unre
lated properties at once are likely not to be super
lative in either property. She will not secure the
perfection of her object in one aspect if she is also
trying to secure its perfection in another aspect.
She has committed herself to a two-ground basis
of selection, and her selections on the one ground
have to accommodate themselves to her selec
tions on the other. ground. It is a situation in
which some compromises are necessary.
But she may find an unexpected compensa
tion. In regretting the loss of certain nearly solidred apples, which are denied to her because they
are little, she may observe that the selected apples
exhibit color-patterns much more various, unpre
dictable, and interesting. She finds pleasure in
studying their markings, whereas she would have
obtained the color-value of her solid-red apples
at a glance.
I am sorry to think that no such compensa
tion appears for her putting up with second-best
apples in the respect of size; which is a stupid
category. But here the analogy of the bignessredness relation in apples does not represent prop
erly the meter-meaning relation which we are to
examine in poetry.
3.
Much more difficult than the selection of
apples that shall be both big and red is the com9

position of a poem on the two-ground basis of
(1) an intended meaning and (2) an intended
meter. In theory the feat seems impossible, unless
we are allowed to introduce some qualifications
into the terms. It is true that language possesses
two properties, the semantic and the phonetic;
that is, respectively, the property of referring
under fairly fixed conventions to objects beyond
itself, which constitute its meaning, and the prop
erty of being in itself a sequence of objective phy
sical sounds.
I assume that that there is no necessity for
an extended argument to the effect that a perfect
metrical construction, of which the components
were words selected from the range of all actual
words, and exclusively for phonetic effects, would
not be likely to make sense. It would be nonsense.
Nor for another argument to show that a pure
logical construction would not be likely to make
meter. The latter case we have with us always,
in our science, in the prose of our newspapers and
business correspondence, in our talk. Even so,
there might be some instruction in considering
for a moment such a little piece of mathematical
discourse as this:

(a+b)2 — a2+ 2 ab +b2
Here the mathematician is saying exactly what he
means, and his language is not metrical, and we
can discover if we try that he does not want any
poet to meter it, on the matter-of-fact ground that
the poet would have to take liberties with his logi
cal values. At once a question or two should pre
sent themselves very vexingly to the nebulous
aesthetician: What sort of liberties does the poet
take with a discourse when he sets it to meter?
And what sort of discourse is prepared to permit
those liberties?

4.
An argument which admits of alteration in
order that it may receive a meter must be partly
indeterminate. The argument cannot be main
tained exactly as determined by its own laws, for
it is going to be un-determined by the meter.
Conversely, a metrical form must be partly
indeterminate if it proposes to embody an argu
ment. It is useless to try to determine it closely
in advance, for the argument will un-determine
it.
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The second principle, of the two just stated,
may seem the less ominous. To most poets, and
most readers, the meaning is more important than
the meter.
I offer a graph, which will be of course an
oversimplification, to show the parts which mean
ing and meter play in the act of composition.
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D M stands for determinate meaning, or
such of the intended meaning as succeeds in be
ing adhered to; it may be fairly represented by
the logical paraphrase of the poem. I M stands
for indeterminate meaning, or that part of the
final meaning which took shape not according
to its own logical necessity but under metrical
compulsion; it may be represented by the poem's
residue of meaning which does not go into the
logical paraphrase. D S stands for the determin
ate sound-structure, or the meter; and I S stands
for whatever phonetic but unmetrical character
the sounds have assumed which is in no relation
to the meter.
In theory, the poem is the resultant of two
processes which come from opposite directions.
Starting from the left of the graph, the poet is
especially intent upon his meter, D S, which may
be blocked out as a succession of unaccented and
accented syllables arranged in lines, perhaps with
rhyme-endings; but there is D M, a prose dis
course, which must be reduced into the phonetic
pattern of the meter; his inclination is to replace
its words with others from the general field of
words which suit the meter, and without much
regard for their logical propriety. But he is
checked by the converse process, in which the poet
starts from the right of the graph with firm pos
session of D M, a prose meaning, but has to as
similate to it D S, the metrical pattern that he has
chosen; his inclination is to replace the required
metrical sounds with others that suit his logic
and are not quite so good for the meter.
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Actually, a skillful piece of composition will
have many stages of development, with strokes
too subtle and rapid to record, and operations in
some sort of alternation from the one direction
and the other. The poet makes adaptations both
of meter to meaning (introducing IS) and of
meaning to meter (introducing I M). For the
sake of the pictorial image, I assume the final
poem to be the body of language lying between
the intersecting arcs at the center; the one arc
(on the left) representing the extreme liberties
which meaning has taken with meter, and the
other arc (on the right) representing the extreme
liberties which meter has taken with meaning.
Both arcs are required for the bounding of the
poem.
5.
The most interesting observation for the
critic, perhaps, is that the poem is an object com
prising not two elements but four; not merely a
meaning M, but D M, that part of a meaning
which forms a logical structure, and I M, a part
which does not belong to the structure and may
be definitely illogical, though more probably it is
only additive and a-logical; and not merely D S,
a meter, but I S, a part of the total sound-effect
which may be in exception to the law of the meter
but at any rate does not belong to it. These ele
ments are familiar enough to the poet himself,
who has manipulated them. Frequently they are
evident to the critic too. They should be, very
substantially; they are capable of being distin
guished to the extent that he is capable of dis
tinguishing them. Logically they are distinct ele
ments, now, in the finished poem, though it may
not be possible to trace back the precise history of
their development under the tension of composi
tion.
I cannot but think that the distinction of
these elements, and especially of D M and I M,
is the vocation par excellence of criticism. It is
more technical than some other exercises which
go as criticism, but more informed. It brings the
criticism of poetry to somewhat the same level
of professional competence as that of the discus
sions which painters sometimes accord to paint
ings, and that which musicians sometimes accord
to music; and that means, I think, an elevation
of our normal critical standard.
MAY, 1940

If a poet is a philosopher, explicitly or im
plicitly, treating matters of ethical or at least
human importance — and it is likely that he is
that — the discussion of his "ideology" may be
critical in every sense in which one may be said
to criticize systematic ideas; but the ideas of the
poet, struggling but not quite managing to re
ceive their really determinate expression, are only
his D M, and a better version is almost certain to
be found elsewhere in prose, so that their dis
cussion under the poem is likely to be a tame
affair. Few poets serve, as Wordsworth and
Shelley may be thought to do, as texts for the
really authoritative study of ideas; mostly they
serve amateur ideologists for that purpose, or
serve distinguished critics who fall back upon
this sort of thing because nothing is quite pre
scriptive in their vocation. The more interesting
thing to study is the co-existence and connection
of D M and I M — the ideas and the indetermin
ate material in which they are enveloped. This
kind of study is much severer, but its interest is
profounder and more elemental than the merely
ethical; it is a metaphysical interest.
Possibly an examination of poetry along
these lines might finally disclose the secret of its
strange yet stubborn existence as a kind of dis
course unlike any other. It is a discourse which
does not bother too much about the perfection
of its logic; and does bother a great deal, as if
it were life and death, about the positive quality
of that indeterminate thing which creeps in by
the back door of metrical necessity. I suggest
the closest possible study of I M, the indetermin
ate meaning.
6.
But I make no pleas for the "universal
necessity" of criticism. The art of poetry sur
vives so long as there are poets, with a practical
sense of its techniques and intentions, and readers,
with what we may call an intuitive appreciation
of its successes. The critic is not essential to this
poetic community, and though it has been argued
that he would furnish it with a useful member,
one wearies of arguing that. I wish to observe
only that criticism is deliberate analysis; and that,
if it is to exist at all, it should be as searching and
intelligent as possible.
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Oscar Williams

Two Poems

Song For The Times
Gone is the hour for meat and drink
in firelight from our coins,
for in the flesh of language sink
the talons of the loins.
The future stretches far and wide
in knots of sleep and thunder:
the Fenris cloud-chains break to glide
down downy backs of yonder.
The moment's baleful eye regards
the lamb upon the eaves,
the paws hide in a house of cards
dripping in shade from leaves.
The horns shall honeycomb the wind
and bands shall make us brave,
and all our chariots slide down in
the one dimension grave.
And while our consciousness foments
the ardor of surmise
the frontiers of our indolence
are washed by laughing eyes.
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The Sitting Parade
They are sitting in homes, in rooms, in halls,
Their faces turned toward the dinner calls:
The eager the disciplined the flustered the staid:
They are all conscripted in the sitting parade.
In train, in busses, in ships, in cars,
They are sitting forward into the stars:
And some are tame and some are in terror,
But all are watching their seats in the mirror.
And the wise old brotherhood is sitting away
The marvellous miles of the glittering day:
While the clouds explode without a sound,
And boulders of silence bounce on the ground.
The poseurs pose and the plagiarists plage
And the candid camera tucks in the age:
And the twentieth century is making the grade
In the grand old manner, the sitting parade.
The parks are full, all the seats are taken,
The belief in relief cannot be shaken,
They sit on the water, they sit in the sky,
And the sight is worthy of God's great eye.
The sea beats its breast in massive despair,
And God lets the planets roll out of his hair,
And the mountain's skull is fuming with cloud,
But the sitting parade is all about.
The cannons are disturbed by the clash of wits:
The speaker speaks but the audience sits:
And when it is over, the future delayed,
The world sinks back in the sitting parade.
The theatres are full, the balconies crowded,
The man in the wings is indelibly lauded:
The crowd slaps out its pat applause
At the trees in the distance bulging with laws.
The land is warming the sea with its hands
And the bugles halt the runs in the sands,
But the waves' ears are port holes, the deck has fits
And the life belts are sleeping under the seats.
Is the key to be found that opens the lock ?
Amd the truth unchained from the howling rock?
Is the glass to be broken, the lever pulled,
And the doors to be opened and the devil fooled?
Driver, driver, why don't you stop?
There's a passenger hurt at the letter-drop!
The schools and the churches are buzzing by
And a seat's no place in which to die!
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Richard Eberhart
Early Poems
12, Canterbury Street
/

To A Girl Suffering From
A Leg Injury For Three
Years

The hardwood square odd antique clock
Erratically beats my life away
As if unsure, tick-tock, tick-tock,
He ought to announce another day.

This is the tapestry the cripple fashioned
While pain racked her and it shows a bird
Tufted in the warm attempt of flight;
Bitter-knotted by her bird-like hands;
And feet of silk upon a blackened bough.

A thinker grown old he ridicules,
Iconoclast in anarchy,
The absolute power by which he rules
This room, his sole small monarchy.
With mild but wisdom's cynic laughter
He lags behind the Absolute,
Ringing eleven half an hour after
The hour, with still the will to refute.
I think he thinks life's a bad comedy
For when I am gay at the dawn's white light,
He sets twelve solemn comments free
As if it were his heart's deep night.

I Seek Tall Trees For
Melodies
I seek tall trees for melodies
And fear unending skies
Since vastness in them lies.
I need the melody of trees.
And from a lake cool peace I take,
Nor over oceans peer
Whose broad waste plains I fear.
Cool peace I take from a little lake.
I search for art within my heart,
Reject the world's wild strife,
Have quietness to wife,
And find my heart is true to art.
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There is no place, but only the thick sky,
Spreading its eventless wasted gleam;
The morbid bough that cannot move a joint.
And the little up-soar, like a bleeding.
And she has made this in one flaming night.

Beyond Cambridge
I stopped by a haystack close to the roadside
In the sunny windy afternoon
Hunting a cove of repose from the windside
To read to the wind's wind tune.
I turned around the side to the sunny side,
Stopped in my tracks for a vagabond
Sunned in the hay up the stackside.
Nordic was he and a deep burnt blond.
I came up the hay and sat by his side,
"Wind's sharp at the side," said he.
Would he tell a fine tale of man and a bride,
A ballad of the North Countree?
"Nice place for courtin' couples," he said
But he noticed the book I had brought with me
And he turned away the light of his burnt blond head
And watched a quick wind go up a tree.

HIKA
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The Unconscious

Merrill
Moore

The Unconscious is incredibly wise;
It sees the world without the aid of eyes,
It hears the world without the aid of ears,
And never mentions what it sees or hears.
It sits in silence, always listening,
It never misses, — takes in every word,
By the eyes' expression glistening
One can be aware that it has heard,
That it has taken in and utilized
What, in consciousness, might be despised.
It is the ancient and unuttered part,
The under region deeper than the heart,
It is the silent and unspoken one
As primitive and ageless as the sun.

Demonstration: To The Tune Of
O Oriens
'Look at this!' he said; and from his left ear a rabbit
Popped its vacant face. 'Look at this!' he said;
And drew a mandrake from his hip and fed
It, with circling deft lunges, to the rabbit.
'Observe', he observed, 'the consequence. But if I fed
'The mandrake from my hip, as well as this rabbit
'Protuberant from my left ear; or gave the rabbit
'To the mandrake by error — I say no more,' he said.

Dudley
Fitts

The rabbit bulged convulsively, vomited
A grey word. I saw the belly ring'd with sweat,
Paws asunder, thighs wrenched wide —
{Look at this!)
and all
The bitter alarm clocks screamed: the genial bed
Shrank to a sterile slab, and from the street
A tin jeer shrilled to split against the wall.
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Harry Brown
Two Poems
The Soldier: An Ode
A common face, a common fate
Marks and destroys the general man
Within his separate companies,
That he may never come to live
Unscarred or various in his stances,
Free from the fortress of the tomb.
From the distinguished look of time,
Fixed on the ancient and the fierce,
The raiders and the strategists,
The tragic heroes and the clowns,
He stands apart, nor can refute
The indecision of his form.
Neither with talk nor touching live
Beyond his simple midnight love,
Nor heavier presences command
Than the conceptions of his dreams,
Where furious phantoms marry him
To the imponderable past.
He limps through iron in the burning valleys,
Who once beneath the holly in a house
Nuzzled his crouching children like the pard:
Now sullen in the sudden borealis,
He wanders on the earth; uneasy sleepers
Wake to his thunderous boot before the door.
Sadder than any beast beneath the sky,
Torn from his sultry kindness, he deploys
Along the channel-end of history's bay,
Where in the dark the sweaty columns move
To the defense of an eternal wrong,
The grim disfigurement of human love.
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The Propagandists
Now the people fear spies, and the cripple who cries in a corner
Becomes an assassin, the pitchman is grown a purveyor
Of poisonous essence, and those who cry "Paper!" at midnight
Surround us with terror.
The lights are too bright, and the shadows around them too heavy.
The stroller in alleys is hidden, the slant-eyed destroyer
And gutteral bloody-man lurk with their knives in the cellars,
Impatient of history.
And Europe is dark and holds secrets. The siren destroys the
Long kiss of the lover whose hands will grow cold in the shelter,
And the sullen, strategic horizon's a red borealis
That comes from no Arctic.
And our people will say, "They are here, they are gathering forces,
They will strike in the dawn, in the time of the milkman and watchman.
We must plan, we must act, must destroy, must increase our defenses
Against the invader."
And the blinds are drawn tight, and the gates of the gardens are fastened.
And the talker in cafes is quiet. The blondes at his elbow
May be agents, be Haris, be sentinels sent over oceans
To augur our future.
And the insecure clerk moving under the trees in the suburb
Looks back at his city, and over his head there are voices,
Portending destruction. He shivers, walks faster, and murmurs,
"The poor have no passion."
O, the voices are carried by winds, they are heard in the mountains,
They exact from the waters a whisper, from aspeps a posture,
In the rustlings of shutters man hear them, disrupting a shower
On soft summer evenings.
And they say, "Have no faith in a silence, wrath must be outspoken.
Death will take a turn back. Be aroused. Comprehend. Unsufficient the
Pity, unsoothing the sorrow. The word must be anger." The
Long wind is blowing, the white river runs, and the rutting of animals
Pauses. A blind mole moves under the lawn as the dull sun descends on
It, ultimate witness.
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Robie Macauley

The Pressed Leaf
She would be stormy and pelucid by turns.
One day she would veer and shift and deliver
herself in curious sentences whose energy troubled
and half burst through her stiff epistolary con
ventions. Another week, her temper would
change and she would seem conciliatory about
something, begging and begging him to destroy
her letters, never to let anyone see them. At
once, the letter half-way through, she would turn,
become a proper young lady, slowly pacing in a
stiff French garden, beyond a cropped and formal
hedge of words. Then she was fanciful. Then
she was clever. Then she was morbid. Then
she was almost surgical, probing with swift di
rection, without any reticence, through the com
plications of family relations and the desires and
hypocrisies of the sober people around her. What
she had been taught, her literary expressions,
always surrounded her sentences, with apparent
unintention she escaped them. But what her
character was, it was impossible to determine.
Incongruity had a part in it, that was true.
The extent and kind of that was hard to judge
as well. One of the earliest letters was written
on the last day of May. It described a picnic
on which she had gone with her parents, another
man and his wife, and the young man she care
lessly referred to as "Will" or "William" and
did not explain. He appeared to be her fiance,
but she paid little attention to him, mentioning
him twice. "The summer which came suddenly
last month," she wrote, "always softens and
sweetens New England immoderately. We rode
up to the glens for a picnic yesterday and I was
startled to see all the rolling greenery and the
flowers and a little bit shocked to see the colors
in which the puritanical mountains were dressed."
"Heaven is filled with black marble clouds
and the whole artillery of God has been blasting
18

and exploding in our faces all day long," one let
ter began, describing a storm. She must have re
alized this as too violent and melodramatic, be
cause hereafter, her language was plainer. She
had gone to a country town to help a kinswoman
who that day gave birth to a child. She described
the journey over flooded roads, by bridges over
rough and swollen rivers, the heavy rain and
the lightening. But when she reached the house,
she put this off and assumed a sick-room calmness
and clarity. The scene lasted a long time. There
was no evidence of emotion, there was a precise
account of the hard labor and the birth as far
as exact Latin names that the doctor supplied
her.
The woman and the child had died, but un
less he had read the paragraph that told of it
twice, he would have overlooked it. The rigid,
cool setting of the dark room enclosed figures of
a bearded doctor, three or four anxious and
frightened women, and the husband who had
been allowed to come in to say goodbye. It was
like a tableau or a stereoscope picture, uncolored
by sentiment.
On the other hand, when she tried the petty,
epistolary humor that is a convention of femi
nine letters, she was insipid. In one letter, dated
1846, she described the first ocean-going steam
boat she had ever seen. It reminded her of a
nursery rhyme, which she repeated. About her
trip to New York she had taken just before, there
was no more than this.
Beyond this curious fascination with these
old letters, Carl had nothing to occupy him ex
cept a few matters relating to the disposition of
the furniture and the sale of the house. His
grandfather's land was less than a hundred miles
from the city where Carl was born and had lived
for twenty-seven years, yet he had been here only
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twice, both times in the summer and when he had
been a boy. Of his grandmother and grand
father he had little remembrance. Their deaths,
separated by four months two years ago had made
little personal difference to him. Now that he
was recovering from a laboratory accident and
while his head was still in bandages, this was
a proper and pleasant place to be. The final dis
position of the property would be in the fall after
he had left. The place was to become some sort
of a sanitarium for a pair of doctors from the
West whose letter head he had seen in the office
of Stapleton, the lawyer. They offered some quack
cure.
No matter, he had no affection for the place
or land, even though the giant oak trees that
canopied the lawn were growing increasingly
pleasant and the tall house more familiar.
The letters had been the miraculous thing
about his stay. He had found them the seventh
afternoon, not in the attic, full of worthless pic
tures and broken furniture, but in a miniature
chest in a small bedroom on the third story. The
house was his now, he had no relatives left and
no reasons for not reading them. But that fact
was annoying. No one living could tell him the
name of the wonderful and almost anonymous
woman, Sarah, whose steel pen had covered these
many board-stiff sheets of writing paper with her
steely penmanship.
He had read them for nearly a month now,
lying in the oak shade near the garden on the
right of the house, the garden which was still
so carefully controlled according to his grand
mother's orders, given to the caretaker, Henry,
over twenty-five years ago. Or, in the morning
he would read some of the other correspondence
in the box, not hers, letters occupied with money,
sickness, quarrels, business, all things, by their
dates, contemporary in time with hers.
It was the most idle and foolish summer he
had ever spent, he would say, walking down the
hot, rutted road to the village and the post office.
It seemed to him sometimes that it was as if he
were having a love affair by letter with a woman
dead for three quarters of a century.
Before he had thought of old letters in the
province of first editions and enamelled snuffMAY, 1940

boxes, pleasures for weak-hearted, pedantic col
lectors. But this woman was different. Who
would believe it? He could barely convince him
self until he began to read. She had a piercing
intelligence of values, strange to her century, that
delighted him. She described her husband, for
instance, chiefly by his virtues, but made each
one of them sound like a component of stupidity,
and him like an animated vegetable.
For the letters' existence there was no ex
planation. They were addressed to "My dear cous
in," a man, apparently living far away across the
Alleghenies whom she had not seen for many
years. They were like a diary; the reader was in
cidental, but unexplained. Of the man, there was
only a sheet of paper left, a blotted first-draft of
a letter that had missed the fire. It was perfunc
tory and conventional; it wished someone in Bos
ton a merry Christmas and discussed the climate
here, but it told nothing about the man, not even
his name. It was the same, however, because there
were written comments in his hand at the end
of several of Sarah's letters.
Letters from the living world came to him
frequently, but they seemed to deal less with
reality than her briefest note. He received one
from old Stapleton near the last of June asking
if he might bring one of the Western doctors
up on a stated day near the middle of August. A
letter came from Bartlett in New York saying
that the other man injured in his explosion had
died. There were letters from Philadelphia and
Montreal about business. But he did not answer
them.
The new letters stopped coming and he had
read half-way through the thick pile of older ones
by the end of June. They passed through half
of Sarah's lifetime. The second letter was dated
1845 when she was, from the chronology of her
family she gave there, 20. The last letter in the
pile, was dated January 20, 1871.
There must have been nearly four hundred
letters in all. He read two or three every day.
As he slowly progressed toward the bottom of
the small polished chest, the letters grew in length
and in skill. Every new page attested to the
resources of her mind and its variousness.
The fickleness and the girlishness of the in19

timacy seemed to dissolve until the letters after
1855 were nearly all made up of carefully-worked
examination of people and character. The stories
she told, her own reflections, the people she in
troduced all seemed part of a definite structure.
That may have been an illusion from her natural
manner of telling and her increasingly calm and
uniform viewpoint, and the slow contraction of
her style into a close, solid narrative pattern may
have been likewise, afterwards he was not sure.
At least, she had become a woman, and a
very somber woman with a strange insight into
the continuity and order of her surroundings.
She used the word "nature" often in her letters,
and, though she never said it, it was this, he
decided, that she was concerned with, the place
of herself and the others about her in nature, the
claims of the whole of nature over its parts that
had somehow got to be more than parts and in
teracted among themselves as well as in the na
tural whole.
Her story was continuous from 1856. From
then on, he felt more the homogenity of it.
She had gone to Pennsylvania to live in 1856.
In the letters describing her journey from the
home in Massachusetts, new elements sprang in
that had not appeared before. Yet he could not
say that they were not adequately prepared for,
as he remembered her letters for the past year.
Her husband, William, had taken her to
Massachusetts to live after her marriage which
she did not describe in any of the letters. His
interest in several shipyards gave him a good but
not impressive income, and he had no other busi
ness except for a small fruit farm he owned out
side the town. She noted in one place that he
had studied medicine at college, but his moderate
wealth had relieved him from ever practising.
There was no hint of any affection between hus
band and wife. The circumstances of the mar
riage or their relationships were never completely
told, except that she did not conceal her dislike
for him. These facts were scattered throughout
the letters, always told briefly.
The increasing despondency and morbidity
of the letters through 1856 had an apparent, but
only partial cause in their misfortunes. In the
winter, one of the shipyards burned and the
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other seemed ready to fail financially. For a
while they considered moving to Canada, but
they waited for spring to decide. She was un
settled and bitter that such abstract things as these
shipyards she had never seen should disrupt her
life in that manner. They had failed in their
function, which was to her, in her personal way,
the appearance of evil and the beginning of vul
nerability, since she and her husband were now
forced out of their own given places.
They sold the fruit farm and in the spring,
the other shipyard failed. It had not been that
there were not boats to be built, but through bad
management. She described the day they packed,
because now they must move, and told about
walking in the streets and through the empty
rooms of their house, and looking in the mirror
and feeling, not seeing, but feeling, the first signs
of decay.
They were going to Pennsylvania, a town
named Reddensburg in the northern Pennsylvania
hills, where her husband had been promised a
medical practice that would be enough to keep
them alive.
Their trip was partly by rail, partly by buggy.
There were a few incidents. They stayed in a
gloomy, gas-lighted hotel in Albany. At this
place, just before they set out in the pouring rain,
a blind man fell in the stable yard and was nearly
trampled by their horses. The rain and the sleet
ran in the ruts of the New York roads. It tum
bled down the Pennsylvania hillsides in crooked
streams. The hills reminded her of huge, dis
solving pine cones. They were stopped for a
day because of a washed-out bridge. Once they
travelled all night in a sleet storm. She was
more impressed by the shiny, ice-covered moun
tains as they appeared next morning in the early
dawn.
They arrived at 6:00 o'clock one Sunday
morning, to find that the house they had written
to rent was unheated, had a leaking roof and
no stable.
The days on which he read about her journey
were sympathetically rainy. But at the time of
her arrival — and by this time he was quite na
turally dating this summer by the events of her
life — it turned pleasant and the town, which
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was about a half-mile beyond his grandfather's
house was full of people for the annual fair. The
doctor had visited him in the morning and had
finally removed the bandage from his head and
warned him not to exercise violently. He looked
at the pink and purple scar that ran for three
inches along parallel to the hair line above his
forehead in the upstairs bathroom mirror. He
forgot it almost at once and decided to take a
walk in the afternoon. It was still cool.
He walked down the road out of town,
crossed meadows, the river, over several low hills
to meet the stream again at a place he had desig
nated to himself. There was an oak here and a
grass-thick hillside underneath it where he could
sit.
When he had eaten his sandwiches, he
stretched out on his back and looked at the sky,
satisfied to run over many questions without an
swering them. Could it be possible that he was
falling in love with a woman born a hundred
years before? How and how long could she be
preserved in the residue of iron and carbon spread
in characters on faded rag paper?
Placid clouds floated over the sun and floated
off again. Cowbells clanked behind the hill. A
silent woman sat in the midst of her pile of house
hold goods in a bleak frame house, looking out
at the Pennsylvania hills through the rain, the
cruel and mystifying landscape. She wrote it all
with fingers heavy with cold on the stiff paper
lying on the dusty table beside her, while all of
this was changing her slowly. While a frog
jumped in the warm water, while a hawk sailed
and swerved in the high air. While a cloud passed
over the sun.
He awoke to find the clouds very black over
the whole sky. The heat had become uncomfort
able, the air was windless, and rain was com
ing. He gathered the letters and got up. He
brushed himself, looked once at the sky, and
started over the hill, looking to see if he could
find the road. After three hills, he did, but it was
farther from home than he had thought. The
bridge that he recognized here was about six
miles from the village. He would be caught in
the rain, but the letters must not get wet.
The sky proceeded from wash-grey to charMAY, 1940

coal. Thunder broke faintly off behind him.
Louder then. The dust rose in feeble clouds from
either side of his toe when he set his shoe down,
covering the toe until he swung his foot forward
again. This was a dry summer; the rain would

be good.
Cows crossed the road in front of him, driv
en by a boy in overalls and a brown jacket cov
ered with scurf. They went in front of him
for ten yards until they came to the lane to the
barn.
A hundred yards away, the road fell into
the valley; he could follow the line to the place
where the oaks obscured it and his grandfather's
house as well. Three or four miles with no
shelter in between. Here was the first raindrop;
a spot on his left shoe.
He stopped and looked at the clouds again,
pushing the thick pack of letters farther under his
coat. He looked down the road again, and, as
he walked, he noticed the house in the landscape.
It was less American than most farm houses, al
most a cottage. The walls were whitewashed
and the roof, although covered with wooden
shingles might have been thatch.
The fence was American white picket and
the woman in the yard was a farmer's wife. She
was catching a chicken that had strayed.
"May I come in till it's over?" he said.
The rain came down lightly on the dust in
the road and on the wooden shingles, adding a
little to his words.
"Yes," she said, "yes, go in, but don't make
any noise."
He stepped through the open doorway while
she followed the chicken around the corner of the
house. In the twilight of the room he heard a
heavy, sighing noise and thought of hidden bel
lows. He saw a tall, fair, sunburnt man in over
alls lying asleep on his side on a couch at the op
posite end of the room.
He stood until the woman came in and of
fered him a chair by the window. Then she
went out and he saw the drops sprinkling the
road and an unexpected wind rush up from
across the fields and puff the dust into a cloud.
He could hear the woman in the next room,
the kitchen perhaps, because she seemed to be
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rattling pans. He turned and looked through the
window again. Then he thought of the letters
and decided to read more of them, finish the
packet.
Stapleton would be up in a few days;
some things in the village had to be arranged
yet, and then his stay would be over. He must
finish the letters this week and then forget them.
He was regretful to think how they had immobil
ized his summer. He had planned some fishing,
riding, and a little work, but he found that he
had been thinking of her almost constantly now
for two months. She persisted even in the most
prosaic moments and her fascination was still
growing.
He took out the letters and returned to the
cold and barren house where she sat waiting for
her husband to build the fire and watching the
grey hills and the watery sky from her broad
window over the street.
Slowly the town and the people rose in her
pages. Her writing now centered on meaningful
things and events. She would always express,
through this means, things she had before ex
plain in soliloquies.
For awhile, she treated the town and the
town-society in a harsh vein of ridicule, detailing
the meeting of the Ladies' Society to knit for the
army—it was 1862—now—as if it were a fine
gathering, or the Sunday sermon would be quoted
as a serious metaphysical discourse. But she
abandoned this. It seemed to her bad-natured.
Later she wrote little but austere accounts of
events, whose telling sprang naturally enough,
but gradually ran down to her silent stream of
meaning: poverty and meanness is tragedy, de
gradation is downfall, whether present or ulti
mate, it did not matter. The white-faced, harsh,
old wife of the minister whom she described,
or the town idiot, a man who worked his way
into one of her letters by coming one day to de
liver wood were equally parts of the condition,
emblems of degradation.
In February, 1863, she wrote: "Tonight
seemed better than most nights, partly because the
day had been pleasant, partly because I have felt
more composed. William remained home today
and this evening we had supper somewhat more
rich than usual. It was our wedding anniversary
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and for this occasion William had bought a small
turkey. He wanted to talk with me during dinner
about our courtship and marriage so long ago,
but, after complying for a while, I looked up
and was shocked to see his face in the candle
light. I have been sensitive, it seems, to every
thing around me for a long time, and I feel that
their smallest changes can be perceived by me.
But I have never actually looked into his face for
many years.
After supper, we sat by a great fire and he
talked for a while, but I could not and so we went
to bed. At about one o'clock, a man came into our
yard with a great clattering noise and called up
to us that the doctor was wanted. William
dressed by the candle and I brought him his coat.
It was a murder that had been attempted, the
farmer said. His own brother had been wounded
in the affair. So William rode off with him and
I sat up in this cold bedroom by candle-light to
write to you. But it cannot be told in writing.
Again and again and tonight, I have suddenly be
come aware of the savage ignominy and bar
renness of this life here."
From then on, gently but inevitably, dark
ness seemed to settle around her and her expect
ancy of the predestined end increased. Once she
spoke of herself as "a fated woman" another
time she remarked that the mountains seemed
to move nearer the town, but that was not to be
feared because the town and the mountains were
so identical. These mountains were not young
and rugged, but old and worn-down, and barren.
Spring and summer passed. Her husband
was always overworked, being the only doctor
in the whole western part of the county. When
he was home, he grew angered at her long
silences and unending writing. She was attentive
to him and waited on him, but at the same time
ignored him. He grew to hate her for months,
she reported, and then suddenly would repent
and they would talk about past times at length,
but never the present. He spent less and less of
his time at home.
Snow came in September and grew heavier
all through the fall months. In December it was
very deep and prohibited him from parts of the
mountains. On the 15th of December, she wrote
a long letter. Four days later, by the date, she
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wrote another. The first one ended this way:
"... Today I decided to go to the Ladies'
Guild meeting to which I had been invited at
Mrs. McLaughlin's house, so I went at four
o'clock. William has been at home today, the
first day for a long time, and has been quite rest
less. Before I went this afternoon, he was very
talkative, telling me about his brother who has
recently died. Before I went, he offered to hitch
the horse and take me, although the distance is
less than a quarter of a mile. But I would not
allow him and set out walking. There was no
snow falling, but the day was very dark. I was
aware again of the nearness of the hills as I
walked toward Mrs. McLaughlin's house and
how they seem now to be rubbing their sides up
against the town.
The meeting was a very long one. There
was continual gossiping over the tea and I was
silent most of the time. Much of the talk con
cerned a new woman here in Reddensburg, the
widow of a Union soldier, they said. She was
very beautiful, they said, and evidently concerned
in scandal. In the corners of the room, I could
hear the murmurs of things even more shocking
told about her that could not be spoken even
over the tea table. There was talk of asking her
to leave town.
We sat in Mrs. McLaughlin's parlor, the
largest in Reddensburg. Tea was just finished
and I was staring, I am afraid, over the heads of
the women on the sofa opposite me at the heavy,
slanting snowflakes, outside. Mrs. Cromartie had
just put down her cup and commanded the at
tentions of us all with, "Well, if the South thinks
..." when the outside door opened and in past
the curtain of the vestibule, snowy and red-faced,
John McLaughlin, the 18-year old son of the
house brushed.
Before the silence that his sudden entry had
caused was broken by any of us, he related the
news. I cannot tell it as he did, because it was
doubly painful, but I shall add to his account and
correct it as I now know it.
At five o'clock, My husband, William, drove
away from our house in the buggy, a secretlypacked trunk loaded behind. He went through
the empty streets down past the square by a side
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street to the house of this woman that had been
discussed today, Laura Carling, his secret mistress.
She came out at once and got in the buggy and
they went away at a great pace, taking the Westfield road out of town and increasing the speed
as much as the snow allowed. Quite suddenly,
when they reached the first little bridge beyond
the graveyard, a wheel came off the buggy. The
horse went sidelong into the river. The man was
thrown clear, into a snowdrift, but the woman
was crushed under the buggy and the heavy
trunk. They carried her home and she is ex
pected to die.
When he had told this, the women were too
shocked and excited to say anything, except Mrs.
McLaughlin, who gathered her senses and ordered
her son to get their buggy out to take me home.
But I refused. It was plain to everybody what
had happened, and they were all sure that Wil
liam had intended to run away with the woman,
just as he had.
I walked home very quickly in the snow and
entered the house by the front door. He was
in the dining room when I came in, sterilizing his
surgical knives. His head was bandaged and his
face was unusually white.
He said to me, "Have you heard?"
"Yes" I replied.
"Will you get my dinner then?"
He ate a little and then went away. Since
then I have sat here writing to you by the light
of one candle. The things I have hated most
have found me out and by ways and through
places I have never considered, but I recognize
them. This may be my last letter. Yours, Sarah.
This was all of the letter. It was the last but one.
He could see that the next was very short. He
had begun to read it when he noticed how close
he was holding it. It was almost dark. He looked
out of the window, expecting to see the landscape
shining wet, but it was not. The room was quiet.
No one seemed to be in the kitchen now, or in
the house. He ran his hand through his tangled
hair, feeling the scar on his temple. He felt
wild and nervous and the house was suffocating
him. He found his way to the door and went
out into the twilight dazedly, leaving the door
open behind him. As he walked along the road,
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thinking of what he had read, he went faster
and faster, as if to keep pace with someone in
visible. He was aware of the dryness and the
heat. The rain had been only a shower, not
enough to lay the dust that was now getting in
side his shoes. He walked on and on without
seeing anything but the road and parts of the
vision coming back into his head. He would
look up and see almost ahead of him the stiff,
old-fashioned parlor filled with talking women
and a boy brushing past the curtain before the
door and beginning to announce the news, or
the man in shirt-sleeves, his head bandaged, ster
ilizing knives at a table.
When he reached home it was dark, nearly
night. From far away he saw the fire in front
of the house. Two or three village men stood
there and talked to the gardener, Henry, and
three boys played around the fire, pretending that
it was a huge one in danger of consuming the
town, calling themselves hook-and-ladder engines
and chugging and puffing to show it.
He said good evening to the men and walked
into the house. They still stayed. Presently they
would go in and go to bed because it was time
and the stars were out and there was not much
to talk about except old Archibald Gay's queer
grandson who loafed around all summer reading
things and never seemed to do any work.
Carl had gone into his room enjoying the
coolness and emptiness of the house. He did
not turn on the light, because that was to let heat
and furniture into the pleasant darkness. He was
exhausted. He decided to find something to eat,
but first to rest for a while. He found his bed at
the other side of the room next to the window.
He put down the letters on the floor beside it
and stretched out, leaning on one elbow and
looking out at the dark shadows of Henry and
the other men at the edge of the driveway, be
tween the red light of the fire and his window.
He fell into sleep gently, but it was not a whole
sleep. Part of wakefulness remained, the figures
and the reddish glow in the yard. After a while
the figures moved. They advanced and receded
with more and more speed, larger in size. They
troubled him and the redness troubled him be
cause it flared up from dullness to blood red, then
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orange, then quieted again. It emphasized the
shadows, which were somehow hung on a string
outside of his vision and swung forward by turn
at him, like black pendulums. They seemed at
last to hit him in the face, and he started because
the shadows were hot. Now they came at him like
shapeless flanges on an endless belt, striking his
face and falling down one by one. They became
painful from the glare behind them and their
edges began to turn red. One of the shadows
seemed to choke him and then there were no
more shadows and the hot background had pushed
up close to his face and was making the air un
bearable.
He saw shadows when he opened his eyes,
but they had receded behind the yellow glare.
They were people running around on the lawn
carrying bulky things, chairs, it seemed to him.
He first thought of shouting to stop them, but
then he saw the fire. Foolishly, he raised himself
and put his head out the window. The white
clapboard side was painted with orange flame,
rising nearly up to his window. Smoke blew in
clouds from those of the lower storey.
Three quick steps he took, and then, with
sense all lost in the trouble of the fire and the
dream, he had one precaution left: to save the
letters. He whirled and picked them up and next
was clutching at the door in the dark. The hall
and the huge staircase made a fearsome theatre
set. A man, white face up, stood at the bottom
of the stairs uttering his name.
Mr. Gay, Mr. Gay, Mr. Gay.
Foolish, he said. Be still. This was to him
self. Then he repeated it aloud, "Be still." He
saw why the man was calling. He saw flames
now coming out of the staircase and twisting up
it like a minor fiery cyclone ascending to the sec
ond storey. He saw the black figures of men in
the doorway and knew they were thinking about
his death.
He was talking to himself in sentences com
plete enough to be written.
The fire is coming up the stairway after me.
Walk over it. Jump out a window.
He looked over his shoulder back into his
room. The window aperture was draped in
streaked orange flame. No way out.
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"Walk down the stairs. Don't let the letters
burn."
He obeyed himself, holding the package of
letters high over his head, going a step at a time,
idiotically thinking, "My arms will have to burn
off to my fingers before these letters will drop."
"Don't try it," yelled the man at the bottom
of the stairs through gusts of smoke.
He came down stubbornly step by step and
what saved him, he realized as he fell headlong
through the violent dryness of the shooting forks
of flame near the bottom, was that a stair had
given way.
They picked him up at the bottom and rolled
a blanket around his burning trousers. At first,
all agreed that he must be dead. Henry the
gardener even began to speak that thought, he lay
so still. But they felt his heart, and carried him
outside, down past the garden near the well,
where a doctor looked to find burns, found some,
bandaged them, and revived him with nothing
more than a drink of cold water.
And the rest of that night he sat there by
the well, deserted except for a neighbor boy of
about twelve, who sat on the grass three or four
yards behind him, asking now and then if he
wanted a drink or if his burns hurt him. Carl
would always answer no, and remain sitting up
right, his back against an oak, his legs wrapped
in a blanket, to watch the house of his grand
father turned into ashes and smoke.
The people, after piling up rugs, chairs, pic
tures, a chest, and some tables on the lawn, grad
ually went home to bed. It was a quick fire—
they had no time to form an effective bucket line
even—but the final ruin took long. The heavy
bones of the house he could see for a long time,
standing smoking and bare. Parts were fringed
with flame. Wreckage of the roof still burned
in the cellar, sending up smoke to the blackened
limbs of the oaktree, which in turn sent down
charcoal twigs and fluttering, burnt leaves. He
saw the dawn coming behind the small knoll and
the black outline of the former house and looked
around to see himself alone.
For the first time since his homeward walk,
he seemed to be objective. He saw the scene,
standing a dozen yards away. The burnt skeleMAY, 1940

ton, raised up around a pit of flickering, smould
ering rubbish; the dry grass, burned in spots and
where the fire had climbed to the house; the lone
ly man sitting with his back to an oak tree down
by the well, his eyebrows singed off, his right
hand bandaged, a blanket over his legs. And by
his side, there was a packet of brown letters,
soiled and sooty. He was very small. The sky
and the charred frame were very big.
Then he raised the pack of letters, fled from
the scene fifty years, and began to read the last
one of them.
He was glad that this was the last one, be
cause the others had burned to ashes, he knew,
in the small chest which had been in the bedroom
next to his last night. He was left with the cli
max alone.
With great haste and nervousness, he ex
tracted the last letter, a long one, which came
very shortly after the one before.
"Dear Cousin," it began without reason
as they all did, for he was sure that the man had
not been her cousin, "We shall be snowbound
tonight, I fear, for the atmosphere is weighted
with hard, heavy flakes and the street over which
I am looking from my window is sunk beneath a
foot and a half of whiteness." It was a calm be
ginning, but she soon said, "I have something of
importance decided which concerns those events
that I related to you in my last letter. I shall
disclose it to you before I have finished."
His fingers trembled; he felt a kind of fatefulness in her words. Her calmness in delaying
was irksome, yet admirable. She wrote what was
almost an inventory of her life and herself. She
even described her features, noting her pallid
face, hard, curved lips, black hair carefully drawn
back, and her sharp, brittle, hands.
She recounted carefully, but shortly, the out
line of her life, and began a paragraph about her
present state of feeling, describing it oddly and
at arm's length, but she broke that off before she
had finished, granting that he understood.
Then quickly she told the rest:
"The woman has been unconscious now most
of the time for three days. She will die surely
today. William has been here four times for
food and has said almost nothing to me. The
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last time was about two hours ago at seven o'clock
this evening. He told me before he left that she
is dying. He looked very pale and spoke to me
as if he hated me. I do not hate him, but I am
quite decided. There is nothing to do in the face
of this desolation which I finally see surrounding
me. Sometimes it seems dramatic, as now, but
usually it wins by wearing away. It is all the
same; and I am content. As I look out of the
window, I can see the dreary, snow-covered edges
of the hills brushing the town. There is no one
in the snow-filled street below me. I am all alone
in this house. Even the fire is out. Beside my
letter at my right hand is a loaded pistol, and I
shall wait here until my husband comes home
after the woman has died."
She had not finished this letter. There was
no signature. He came to his feet and seized
the letters and put them under his arm. He was
angry and dizzy. He walked into the orchard
and saw it whirl around with the sky. He went

ZONE RATE

24hr. SERVICE

Phone
Taxi

Mt. Vernon

Phone 1367

Mt. Vernon

SCOTT FURNITURE CO.
Buy the Best for Less at Scott's!
A Combination You Cannot Beat
Sherwin-Williams Paint
Birge Wallpaper

THE FRANK E. KIRBY CO.
ALUMNI!
For Meals on 'The Hill"
It's Still
THE KOKOSING LUNCH
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WHITE SUITS CLEANED
For Commencement At

900
Public Square

steadily up and down it. Grass, trees, hills, sky,
mingled and turned in his eyes. He did not know
what he did for a long time. He finally found
himself at the edge of the hill that sloped down
to the pasture. He dug a hole with his hands
and cast the letters in, but in a little while he was
back, sweat soaking his head and shirt, digging
frantically for them. He lost them once in his
wandering and came back again to the tree by the
well. He seemed to hear thunder, as if it were
shouting at him. He was dizzy and could no
longer stand up. His ears rang. His head was
feverish. He went over to the well on his knees
and looked down into it. Far down on the cool
surface, he saw his face and slowly turning
around the reflection were two pages of the let
ters. He shouted at them and at himself. Sweat
ran into his eyes and he was blinded. He fell
back on the ground and looked up at the clouds
in the sky.

JAMMARON'S
Have Your Garage Work Done
In Gambier
O. M. ALLEN'S GARAGE
CONVENIENT — EFFICIENT
(Just Behind Commons — Gambier)

FACULTY!
The things you need you find at

The CO-OP

Ask Dr. Burner about our new "Silent Gardener"
Lawn Mower — He owns one.

Lynch's Barber Shop
Look Trim for Commencement
Main Street — Gambier
(Jim Lynch — Barber)

HIKA for

THE ALCOVE
• Restaurant

Mount Vernon

• Candy Shop

THE PEOPLE'S BANK
of Gambier

• Soda Grill
Your Account Solicited and Appreciated

When in Need of Anything—

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Try Us First!

DOWDS - RUDIN
KNOX COUNTY'S GREATEST STORE

Ohio

Mt. Vernon

WATCH! For NEW Opening
Of
GENE VAL DEAN'S

WORLEY'S
MEN'S WEAR
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
Dependable Products — Reliable Service
Vine and Mulberry Sts.
Mt. Vernon, O.

Pitkin's Provision Store
"One of Ohio's Oldest Stores"

"Everything to Eat"

RINGWALT'S
"THE STORE THAT VALUES BUILT"

Compliments of

KELSER-DOWDS
Wholesale Grocers
Mt. Vernon,

MAY, 1940
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PARADISE LUNCH SHOP
"Under Curtis Hotel"

Ohio

High Grade Wines — Highballs and Beer
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"Say It With Flowers"
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GEM LAUNDRY
SINCE 1902

Albert E. Auskings
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sold in cans
and on draft as
well as in this
popular pint
bottle.
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A Complete Line of Musical Supplies
11 W. Vine St.
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Mt. Vernon, O.

BERGHOFF BREWING CORP
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model in Chesterfield's Sundial dress
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THE CIGARETTE
OF THE HOUR
Today more than ever, smokers are
turning to Chesterfield's skillful blend of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos. Now is the time
for you to light up and enjoy a Chesterfield...
they're COOLER SMOKING, BETTER-TASTING
AND DEFINITELY MILDER.

tf/cu ca/il 6ziy a teller cigarette
Copyright 1940, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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